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Abstract 
Spencer, J., Threshold spectra via the Ehrenfeucht game, Discrete Applied Mathematics 30 (1991) 
235-252. 
Employing an analysis of the Ehrenfeucht game a partial characterization of the threshold spectra 
for first-order sentences in the theory of graphs is given. 
1. Introduction 
In their fundamental work “On the evolution of random graphs”, Erdos and 
Renyi [l] showed that many natural graph-theoretical properties A possessed a 
threshold functionp(n), that is, a function having the property that if r(n)<p(n) the 
random graph G(n,r(n)) almost surely (a.s.) did not satisfy A while if p(n)-%r(n) it 
a.s. did satisfy A. With this as motivation with Shelah [4] we defined the threshold 
spectrum Spec(A) to be, roughly, those r.~ for which there is a threshold function 
near Ka. Precisely, a c$ Spec(A) if there is a positive E and 6 either zero or one so 
that for any p(n) satisfying n-a-E<~(n)<n-a+E the probability that G(n,p(n)) 
satisfies A approaches 6. 
We restrict our attention to sentences A of the first-order theory of graphs. This 
language contains all Boolean connectives (A, V, 7, . . . ), an infinite sequence of 
variables X, y, z, . . . , existential and universal quantification (Vx), (3~) and the 
predicates equality (x=y) and adjacency (x-u). As examples, we may express: 
There are no isolated points: (Vx)(3y)(x-y). 
There is a triangle: (~x)(~_Y)(~z)(x-y A x-z A Y-Z). 
However, many basic graph-theoretic properties such as connectivity, planarity 
and Hamiltonicity cannot be expressed in this language. 
When A has the form “There is a copy of IF’ for a fixed graph H (where here 
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copy is not necessarily an induced copy) then Spec(A) was found by Erdos and 
Renyi. If H has u vertices and e edges, then in most cases (with clearly defined excep- 
tions) Spec(A) = {u/e}. Letting, for example, A be “There is a K4” and B be 
“There is a KS”, Spec(A) = {2/3} and Spec(B) = {l/2}. Combining these, 
Spec(A v B) = {2/3,1/2). This is illustrated in Fig. 1 where the probability of 
G(n, n-“) having various properties is graphed versus a and the origins of the term 
“spectrum” hopefully become apparent. 
In [4] we showed that Spec(A) always consists only of rational numbers. We also 
showed that So = Spec(A) is scattered of finite rank, i.e., the sequence Se, S,, . . . 
with S;, , the set of limit points of Si has S, = 0 for some m. In this paper we show 
that Spec(A) is a well-ordered set under > and has order type less than ww. (Note 
that as p=nP, “ >” is the natural order from empty to full.) This means that in 
addition to being scattered of finite rank all limit points of Spec(A) are approached 
only from above. Thus {l/3} U {l/3 - l/k: k>4} is not a possible spectrum. 
Typical examples of sets of rationals of order types o and o2 respectively are 
and 
{l/3) u (l/3 + l/k: k24) 
where k, t are restricted to be integers. While these sets meet our condition this does 
not mean, a priori, that they are spectra and, indeed, a full characterization of the 
spectra of first order sentences remains elusive. Our result is best possible in the 
following sense. For every finite m there is a first-order A whose spectrum has order 





w(C) = 4 
0 
1 2/3 i/2 0 
Fig. 1. Pr[G(n,n;“) has A]. 
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Our presentation, with the one exception of Theorem 6.3, will be self-contained, 
at least in that it requires no reference to our previous work [4]. We have been liberal 
with examples and notes so as to make the work more comprehensible. At its heart, 
we employ a more combinatorial approach to the proof, using the Ehrenfeucht 
game as described in Section 2. At the deepest level, however, the arguments of [4] 
and this paper are equivalent and so this paper may be considered a more expository 
presentation of our previous argument. 
The analysis of spectra of first-order sentences is not particularly difficult but it 
does use elements from probability, logic and combinatorics. In this presentation 
we have consciously attempted to split off these areas. All of the results from 
mathematical logic appear in Sections 2 and 3. The notion of the Ehrenfeucht game 
and Corollary 3.3 are all that are necessary for the rest of the paper. The probability 
results are all contained in Theorems 6.2-6.4. The several notes following these 
statements in Section 6 are designed to make these results appear plausible to those 
unfamiliar with random graphs. The proofs are somewhat technical and use basic 
methodologies of random graphs. The remainder of the argument is “just” com- 
binatorics! 
2. The Ehrenfeucht game 
Let G,, G2 be disjoint graphs, t a positive integer. The Ehrenfeucht game, 
denoted EHR[Gi, G2, t] is a perfect information game between two players, called 
Spoiler and Duplicator. There are t rounds. On the ith round first Spoiler picks 
either xi~ G, or yie Gz. He decides in which graph to select a point. Then 
Duplicator selects a vertex from the other graph, either y; E G2 or Xi E Gi respective- 
ly. At the end of the game points xi, . . . ,x, have been selected from G, (in that 
order) and yi, . . . , yt from Gz. Duplicator wins if the induced subgraphs on the 
selected vertices are the same (not just isomorphic but as labelled). That is, for all 
i<j Duplicator must assure that {Xi,Xj} EE(GJ e {Yi,yj} EE(G~). 
The next result is well known to logicians. 
Theorem 2.1. The following two statements are equivalent: 
(i) For all t Duplicator wins EHR[G,, Gz, t]. 
(ii) G, and G, are elementarily equivalent. That is, G, and G2 satisfy precisely 
the same first-order sentences A. 
Note 2.2. As EHR[G,, G,, t] is a perfect information game we may speak of 
Duplicator or Spoiler winning the game under perfect play. 
Note 2.3. Winning EHR[G,, G2, t] for all t is not the same as winning an infinite 
version of this game. Indeed, we never deal with an infinite move Ehrenfeucht 
game. 
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For our purposes the following discrete form will be critical. 
Theorem 2.4. For every first-order sentence A there is an integer t such that: If G, 
satisfies A but G2 does not, then Spoiler wins EHR[G,, GZ, t]. 
Definition. t = t(A) is the least t for which the above holds. 
A formal proof of Theorem 2.4 would take us too far into logic. We illustrate 
the result with an example. 
Example. Let A be “Every point lies on an edge which is not in a triangle”. We 
may express A as 
A: (VX>(~YW'Z)P(X,Y,Z) 
where P(x, y, z) is the Boolean expression 
P(x,y,z): x-y A l(Z-x A z-y). 
Then -A is (3x)(Vy)(3z)lP. Take t = 3. We give a strategy for Spoiler that will 
surely win. As G2 satisfies TA Spoiler picks yt E G2 so that (Vy)(Zlz)lP(yt,y,z). 
Whatever x1 E G1 Duplicator selects (3 y)(Vz)P(xt, y, z) in Gt . Now (always selecting 
for the existential quantifier) Spoiler picks x2e Gt so that (V~)P(x,,x~,z). 
Duplicator picks y2 E G2 but whatever he picks (32) lP(y,, y2,z). Finally Spoiler 
picks y3 E G, so that lP(y,, y,, ys) and Duplicator picks some x3 E G, but 
P(x,,x2,x3). As P was a Boolean expression, Spoiler has won. 
Note 2.5. Any first-order sentence A may be written 
A: (Qx,)(Qx,). . 4QJP 
where each Q is either universal or existential quantification and P is Boolean. For 
such A, t(A)<s. 
3. Logical bridge 
Here we reduce the study of zero-one laws and threshold functions to an examina- 
tion of the Ehrenfeucht game played on random graphs. For a given function p(n), 
0 zzp(n) 5 1, let G = G(m,p(m)), H= H(n,p(n)) be independently chosen random 
graphs on disjoint vertex sets of sizes m, n respectively. Let f(m, n) denote the pro- 
bability that Duplicator wins EHR[G, H, t]. (As before, we assume perfect play. The 
randomness is in the choice of G, H.) 
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Theorem 3.1. Let A be a sentence with t(A) it and suppose that 
Then 
Lim f(m, n) = 1. 
m,n-+m 
Lim Pr[G(n,p(n)) satisfies A] = 0 or 1. 
n-co 
Proof. Let g(n) be the probability that G(n,p(n)) satisfies A. If Lim,,,g(n) 241, 
then either 
(i) there is a subsequence ml i m,< 1.. and a E (0,l) SO that Limi,,g(mJ = a, or 
(ii) there are two subsequences ml Cm,< .*. and n, <n2<+.. so that 
Limi+,g(m;) = 0 and Limi,,g(nJ = 1. 
In the first case let n = m =mi and let i approach infinity. With probability 
2a(l -a) + o( 1) exactly one of G, H satisfies A in which case Spoiler wins. Hence 
f(n, n) < 1 - 2a( 1 - a) + o(l), contradicting the assumption. 
In the second case let n = nj, m = mi and let i approach infinity. Then f(m, n) ap- 
proaches zero as almost always (a.a.). G satisfies A but Hdoes not, again contradic- 
ting the assumption. 0 
Corollary 3.2. Let p =p(n) be such that for all t Duplicator wins EHR[G, H, t] with 
probability approaching one. Then 
Lim Pr[G(n,p(n)) satisfies A] =0 or 1 
n+co 
for all sentences A. 
This is immediate since, from Theorem 2.4, there is a t = t(A) associated with any 
first-order sentence A. When p =p(n) has the above property we say that p =p(n) 
satisfies the zero-one law. Our intuitive feeling is that these are the “dull” p(n). At 
a threshold function p(n) the value Pr[A] is changing from near zero to near one 
and so it might be in the middle. Roughly, p(n) that satisfy the zero-one law are the 
antithesis of threshold functions, they are the cracks between the threshold 
functions. 
Corollary 3.3. Fix A, a and let t = t(A). Suppose there exists E > 0 so that for any 
p(n) satisfying n-‘-‘<p(n) < nea+’ Duplicator wins EHR[G, H, t] with probability 
approaching one. Then a $ Spec(A). 
Our logical bridge is complete. To show a $ Spec(A) we shall always apply Cor- 
ollary 3.3. The hypothesis for Corollary 3.3 involves only graph theory and pro- 
bability, no further use of logic will be made. 
The requirement of a positive E in Corollary 3.3 is formally necessary but serves 
merely as an irritant in the actual proof. The reader may think of p(n)=K” and 
still get an essentially full idea of the argument. 
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Note 3.4. It is of particular interest to show that p=nP satisfies the zero-one law 
when (x is a fixed irrational number. For this case, letting G - G(n, n?), substantial 
simplification is possible. Theorem 6.4 is unnecessary. In Theorem 7.3 we prove that 
for all 6, i there exists a so that Pr [YES,b,i,a (G)] + 1. In Theorem 7.4 we prove 
that for all a Pr[START,,(G)] + 1. Instead of the first six paragraphs of Sec- 
tion 10 we take K so that all /c&(x1, . . ..x.)l SK and set a=b+K. 
4. The case p constant 
Our basic tool in proving zero-one laws and bounding spectra will be to find 
strategies for Duplicator that almost always win. We illustrate the technique with 
a classic result. 
Theorem 4.1 (Fagin [2], Glebskii et al. [3]). Let p be constant, O<p< 1. Then for 
all A 
Lim Pr[G(n,p) satisfies A] = 0 or 1. 
n-m 
Proof. Let t be arbitrary but fixed. As in Section 3 let G = G(m,p), H= H(n,p) be 
independently chosen random graphs. Consider the following strategy for 
Duplicator in EHR[G, H, t]. After Spoiler selects, say, X;E G then Duplicator picks 
y, E H so that for 1 rj< i, {yj,yi} E H w (x, ,x;} E G (and similarly if Spoiler picks 
in H). Duplicator loses only if he is unable to follow this strategy, i.e., if no such 
yj exists. Let EXT be the following extension statement for graphs G. 
EXT(G): For all distinct x,,...,+iEG and SC{l,...,t-l} 
there is a z E G with {xi, Z} E G e i E S. 
If EXT(G) and EXT(H), then Duplicator will win EHR[G, H, t]. 
Now consider the random G = G(m,p). For each xi, . . . ,x,_ i, S, Z, 
Pr[{xl,Z} EC ej icS] =p”‘(l -P)‘-‘~‘~ kc 
where c = min[p, 1 -p]‘- ’ is a positive constant. As the above events are mutually 
independent over z E G - {xi, . . . , xr_ 1}, 
Pr[for no z is {x,,~}~.G~~iE]1(1-c)~~~~~~~. 
As there are (fn’l) choices for xi, . . . ,xt_ 1 and 2’- ’ choices for S, 
But Lim,,,c,m’-‘(1 -c)~‘=O. As m, n approach infinity G= G(m,p) and 
H= H(n,p) both satisfy EXT with probability approaching one, so Duplicator wins 
EHR[G, H, t] with probability approaching one. The theorem follows from Cor- 
ollary 3.2. 0 
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Henceforth we make the technical assumption p(n)5 3. As the complement of 
G(n,p) has distribution G(n, 1 -p) there is no loss in making this assumption. A 
closer examination of the calculation in Theorem 4.1 gives the following result. 
Corollary 4.2. Let A be a sentence with t(A)< t. Let p(n) satisfy 
+p(n)>n-I”+& 
where E is an arbitrarily small positive constant. Then 
Lim Pr[G(n,p(n)) satisfies A] = 0 or 1. 
n-m 
This allows us to restrict our study of Spec(A) to an interval bounded away from 
zero. (The other direction is a triviality. If a> 2, then cr$ Spec(A) since a.a. the 
game EHR[G, H, t] is played on empty graphs.) 
Corollary 4.3. Suppose p(n) 5 3 has the property that for all positive E, p(n) z npC 
for all sufficiently large n. Then p(n) satisfies the zero-one law. 
5. An instructive example 
Let p=p(n) = npa with a=O.SlOOl. Let n be “large” and let G, H be in- 
dependently chosen, each with distribution G(n,p(n)). Let t =3 and suppose 
Duplicator plays the strategy of Section 4 in EHR[G, H, t]. Here’s how a wily 
Spoiler would defeat him. 
First select xi E G, Duplicator will pick some y, E H. Now Spoiler picks x2 E G at 
distance two from xi, i.e., so that xl, x2 have a common neighbor. Duplicator 
blindly selects y2 E H not adjacent to y,. But-because (Y > +-most pairs y,, yZ do 
not have a common neighbor. If y,, y2 do not have a common neighbor, then 
Spoiler wins by selecting x3 as the common neighbor of x1, x2. 
This simple example illustrates that Duplicator must look ahead. When Spoiler 
selects x, there may be some extensions of x1, . . . ,x, that do not hold for every 
choice of y,, . . . , yi. In that case Duplicator must select yj so that yl, . . . , yj has the 
same extensions. Basically this will be Duplicator’s strategy. Perhaps surprisingly it 
will not be sufficient for Duplicator to examine only extensions of size t-i but 
rather he will need to examine extensions up to size ai where ai depends in a rather 
subtle way on (r. Having hopefully whet your appetite, lets make some definitions. 
6. Dense, rigid, sparse and safe 
By a rooted graph we mean a graph H on vertex set P,, . . . , P,., Q,, . . . , Q, with a 
specified set PI, . . . , P,. of vertices, called the roots. We denote this by the pair 
(R, H) where R is the set of roots. Let u = u(R, H) denote the number of nonroot 
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vertices and let e(R,H) denote the number of edges from either root to nonroot or 
nonroot to nonroot. (That is, edges between roots do not count.) 
Definition. Let a>0 be given. We call (R, H) a-dense if e/u>a-’ or, equivalently, 
u - ae<O. We call (R,H) a-rigid if for all S with R c SC V(H) the rooted graph 




S PZ p3 
(i) v= 1, e=2 (ii) v=3, e =6 (iii) ~=2, e=4 
Example. Let a = .51001 (or any value slightly greater than .5). In the figure (i), (ii), 
(iii) are all dense but (iii) is not rigid since the rooted graph (S,H) with 
S={P,,P,,P,,Q,} has u=e=l. 
Definition. We call (R, H) a-sparse if e/v < a-’ or, equivalently, u - ae> 0. We 
call (R,H) a-safe if for all S with RCS c V(H) the rooted graph (R, S) is a-sparse. 
(When dealing with subsets of a fixed graph H the notation (R, S) is understood to 
mean (R, HI J. 
(iv) v=l, e=l (v) v=3, e=4 (vi) v=3, e=4 
Example. Again let a= .51001. The graphs depicted in figures (iv), (v), (vi) are all 
sparse but (vi) is not safe, take S= {Pi, Pz, Q1>. 
Let (R,H) be a given rooted graph with vertex set PI, . . . , P,, Q,, . . . , Q, and let G 
be any graph. (In applications we will examine a random G(n, n-a).) Let x1, . . . ,x, 
be distinct vertices of G and define g: R --* V(G) by g(PJ =x;. 
Let yi, . . . , y. be vertices of G, distinct from each other and each Xi. The map g’ 
defined by g’(P;) =Xi, g’(Qj)=_Yj is called an (R,H)-extension of g if 
(i) {p;v Qj} EJTH) * {X,,Yj} EE(G), 
(ii) {Qi, Qj> E E(H) 3 {Yi,Yj} E E(G). 
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We let N(g, R, H) denote the number of (R, H)-extensions of g. 
Note 6.1. Essentially N(g, R,H) is the number of extensions of g(R) to a copy of 
H where edges internal to the roots do not count and the graph may have added 
edges in the image of H. 
Let G be the random graph G(n,p) where p = nP, let (R,!I?) be a fixed rooted 
graph and let g: R -+ V(G) be any fixed map. Then N= N(g, R, H) may be regarded 
as a random variable. For every function g’: V(H) --t V(G) which extends R (i.e., 
for every choice of y,, . . . , y,) let Zg8 be the indicator random variable of g’ being an 
(R, H)-extension. Then N= C Zg,. There are (n - r), terms (choices for the y’s). For 
each g’, 
E[Z,,] = Pr[g’ is an (R, H)-extension] =pe 
since there are e pairs (the images of the edges of H) which must lie in G. By linearity 
of expectation 
E[N] = (n - r),p’- n”pe= noPae 
where the asymptotics are in n for r, u, e fixed. 
Clearly the sign of o - ae plays a key role in the nature of (R, H)-extensions over 
the random G. We will use the following results. 
Theorem 6.2. Let (R, H) be a-rigid. Then K exists so that a.a. in G = G(n, nP), 
N(g,R,H)sK 
for all g:R+ V(G). 
Theorem 6.3. Let (R, H) be a-safe, e = e(R, H), v = v(R, H). Then there exist c,, 
c2 > 0 so that a.a. in G = G(n, nP), 
c nU-ne<N(g,R,H)<c2n”-ae 1 
for all g: R + V(G). 
In addition, in the dynamic case we use the following extension of Theorem 6.2. 
Theorem 6.4. Let (R, H) be a rooted graph with w = 1 V(H) 1. For allpositive E there 
exists K with the following property. Suppose a cannot be written in the form 
a=c/d+x with c, d integers, d<(T), and 01x<&. Suppose further that (R,H) is 
a-rigid. Then a.a. in G = G(n, n?), 
Nk, R, H) 5 K 
for all g: R --f V(G). 
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Theorems 6.2 and 6.4 are established in the Appendix. Theorem 6.3 is shown, in 
slightly weaker form, as [4, Theorem 31 and with ci = l-8, c2 = 1 + E in [6]. With 
these assumed, the remainder of the proof will be “pure” combinatorics. For now, 
we give some clarifying comments. 
Note 6.5. When a is irrational every (R,H) is either a-dense or a-sparse. Even if 
a is rational, if its denominator when expressed in lowest terms is “large”, then all 
“small” (R, H) are either a-dense or o-sparse. This dichotomy will be crucial to our 
argument. 
Note 6.6. In Theorem 6.2, a-dense would not suffice. In example (iii) if xi, x2, x3 
have a common neighbor y,, then y, will have n1 -a neighbors y, so N(g) - n’ pa. 
Note 6.7. The expectation calculation shows that in Theorem 6.2 almost all 
N(g, R,H) =O. The statement of Theorem 6.2 is subtle and important: almost 
always all N(g, R, H) I K. 
Note 6.8. In example (i) we may take K =99 for Theorem 6.2. For if some 
N(g, R, H) 2 100, there would exist xl, x2 with 100 common neighbors y,, . . . ,yloo. 
There are n ‘+ loo choices for xl,x2,yI, . . . ,y,,, and the probability of all 200 edges 
being in G is pzoo. The expected number of such x,,x2,yI, . . . ,yloo is thus less than 
n2+ 1oop200 = n2(np2)100 = ,2(,_.0202)100 = n-.oo2 = o(l). 
Here the n2 factor refers to the choices of the roots and the np2 factor is a fixed 
negative exponent of n since (R, H) is o-rigid. 
Note 6.9. In example (i) if (r = 3 + E, we take K so that KE> 1. Considering K in 
Theorem 6.2 as a function K(a), this illustrates that the function is not uniformly 
bounded. Theorem 6.4 says that “singularities” occur only at rational c/d and there 
K(a) approaches infinity only when (x approaches c/d from “above”. 
Note 6.10. In Theorem 6.3, a-sparse would not suffice. In example (vi) most 
N(g, R, H) = 0 as most xi, x2 have no common neighbor yI. 
Note 6.11. In example (iv) Theorem 6.3 states that all vertices have degree O(np>, 
a known result from random graphs. 
7. Closure and strategy 
Now let us make precise the notion that Duplicator examines all extensions up to 
size 1. Let G be any graph (though in practice G = G(n, n-“)) and let xi, . . . ,x, be 
distinct vertices of G. 
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Definition. The f, a-closure of x1, . . . ,x,, denoted 
cl,@,, . *. 7 x,; a) 
is the union of all g’(H) where (R, H) is o-rigid on some P,, . . . , P,, Q,, . . . , Q,, u 5 1, 
and g’ is an (R, H)-extension of the map g defined by g(PJ =xi. When there are no 
such g’ we define cl,(x,, . . . , x,;a)={x,,..., x,} . When I = 0 we define c&(x1, .. . , x,.: a) 
= {x xr>* 1, ...> 
Example. a= .51001. cl,(x,,xz) consists of xl, x, and all their common neighbors. 
To describe cl,(x,,x2) we need a list of all o-rigid (R, H) with IRI = 2, 
1 V(H) - RI 5 3. This is a finite list. Thus cl,(xr, x2) contains x1, x2; common 
neighbors y,; all y,, y,, ys which together with xl or x2 give a clique (Section 6, Ex- 
ample (ii)); all yr, y2, y, with y, adjacent to xl, y2 to x2, and y3 to xl, x2, yl and y2; 
all yr, y2 with y, adjacent to xi, x2 and y2 to x1, yl; etc. 
Definition. Let Gi, G, be graphs, xl, . . . ,x, E GI, YI, . . . ,yr E (32. We say (XI, . . . ,4-) is 
I, a-equivalent to (yi, . . . ,y,) and write 
(x l,...,x,)=/,a (Yl,...,Yr) 
if there is a graph isomorphism y from c~,(x~,...,x,;cx) to cl,(y,,...,y,.;a) with 
I,v(x,) =y; for 1 silr (a will be deleted when understood). 
Example. With (Y= .51001 if (x1,x2)= 1 (yr,y,), then x1, x2 and yl, y2 have the same 
number of common neighbors and the adjacencies of these neighbors and the ver- 
tices themselves are the same. 
These definitions include the case of no roots, r= 0. In (0,,), o and e are the 
number of vertices and edges respectively of H. The I-closure of the null set, written 
cl,(O) is the union of all H with at most I vertices and (0, H) rigid. When there are 
no such H, cl,(O) = 0. In G,, G, we say 0s [0 if the graphs cl[(O) in G,, G2 are 
isomorphic. In practice this will occur when they are both null. 
Observe that (xi, . . . , XJ = o (y,, . . . , y,) if and only if for all lli<j~t, 
{xi,xj} E (GJ N (y,,yj} eE(G2). This is precisely the condition for Duplicator to 
have won the Ehrenfeucht game EHR[G,, G2, t]. 
Note 7.1. Let G= G(n, nP), r, I arbitrary but fixed. It is easy to show that 
cl,(x, ,...) x,)=(x, ,..., xr} for almost all xi, . . . ,x,. This, however, does not par- 
ticularly help Duplicator because a wily Spoiler will deliberately select particular x, 
with nontrivial closures. 
Let t, (Y and a sequence ~,a,, . . . . a, be given. The (~,a,, . . . ,~,;a) strategy for 
Duplicator in EHRIGI, GZ, t] is the following. At each stage move so that 
(x,,...9x;)=a,,a (Y,,...,Y;). 
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That is, if Spoiler selects, say, xi E G,, then Duplicator calculates cla,(xI, . . . ,XJ and 
finds (if he can) y; E Gz with the same value cl&vl, . . . ,Yi). We take a, = 0. If 
Duplicator can hold to this strategy, then he wins. (The value a0 does not affect the 
strategy but will be a technical aid in the proof.) 
Analysis of this strategy breaks up into the beginning and each individual move. 
Define a graph-t.heoretical property 
START, JG) : cl, JO) = 0 
and a property of a pair of graphs 
YES n,b,;,a(G,,G2): For all xl,...,Xi_l~G1, _~l,..-~yi_l~:G2 if (~1,...,~;-l)e~,~ 
(Y 1, . . . . _Y;-I), then for all XiE G1 there exists yip Gz (and 
also for all Yi E G2 there exists xi E G,) with (x1, . . . ,xi) =b,a 
(Y 1, . . ..Yi). 
If for a given a,, . . . , a, the statements STARTao( START,,(G2) and 
YES a,~,,a,,i(G1, G,) for 1 sic t all hold then Duplicator wins EHRIG1, GZ, t] with 
the (ao,al, . . . . a,) strategy. 
Let A be a sentence with t(A) = t. To show a$ Spec(A) it will suffice to find 
a@@,, ee.9 a, and positive E so that if nPa-E<p(n)<n-a+E and G, = G(m,p(m)), 
G2 = G(n,p(n)), then the above START(G,), START(GJ and YES (G,, G2) all hold 
almost always, i.e., with probability approaching one as m, n approach infinity. The 
a defining the (ao, a,, . . . , ~,;a) strategy and the a giving the probability will be the 
same. 
In dynamic form we actually show the following. 
Theorem 1.2. Fix 1. There is a set U of positive rational numbers, well ordered 
under > of order type cw’ so that: For all a@ U there exist a0 
= a,(a), . . . ) a,_,=a,_,(a), a,=Oandpositive&so that if n-aPE<p(n)<n-a+E, then 
the above START(G,), START(G,) and YES(G,,GJ all hold almost always. 
Moreover, the functions a;(a) are constant over every interval of UC. To avoid 
trivialities we also require 2, 1 /t E U. 
The functions ai are defined by reverse induction on i. We begin with a,(a) = 0 
and set U,= (2, l/t}. Suppose for i there is a set Uj of order type CC&~ and func- 
tions aj(a), isjz? t, constant over each interval of U,C. Over each interval (so ai is 
fixed) we then define ai_l(a) on all but an exceptional set, which we add to Vi. 
To define the a;(a) and exceptional sets Ui it suffices to show the following. 
Theorem 7.3. Fix b, i. There is a set V of positive rational numbers, well ordered 
under > of order type cw so that: For all a@ V there exists a=a(a) and positive 
E so that if n-a-E<p(n)<n-a’E, then 
WY%,,,;, a(Gi, WI --f 1. 
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Furthermore, a(a) is constant over every interval of I/‘. 
This will be difficult. The beginning we can take care of now. 
Theorem 7.4. For ail a ifcz is not of the form c/d with c, d integral, dl a, then there 
is a positive E so that if n-apE<p(n)<n-atE and G = G(n,p), then START,.(G) 
almost always. 
Proof. The a-rigid (0, H) with u vertices, e edges all have o - cre < 0. There are only 
finitely many of them so we may find a positive E with all such u - (ate)e< 0. The 
expected number of such H in G is 
n 
0 pe<n”pe<nV-e(a+E)=O(l) V 
for each of the finitely many H. Hence almost always G contains no such H and 
cl, ,(0> = 0. 0 
The proof of our main result is thus reduced to showing Theorem 7.3. 
8. Another instructive example 
Let a = .51001 (or any value slightly greater than .51), i= 2, b = 1. In Theorem 7.3 
we may then take a = a(a) = 100. 
For this cl,(~,,x~) is simply x,, x2 and their common neighbors. Some x1, x2 may 
have several common neighbors but a.a. in G = G(n, n-a), as argued in Note 6.8, 
no pair x1, x2 has 100 common neighbors yr, . . . ,yloo. 
Let Gr, G2 be independent, both with distribution G(n,Ka), and let x1 E Gi, 
x2 E G2 with xi = roe yr. We give two examples illustrating YES(Gr, G,). For sim- 
plicity let us consider (x1,x2) = 1 (yl,y2) if they have the same number of common 
neighbors. 
(i) Spoiler selects x2 E Gr so that xl, x2 have 5 common neighbors zl, . . . , z5. Con- 
sider the rooted graph on P,, P2, Q,, . . . , Qs, each Qi adjacent to P,, P2, with 
R = {PI} (i.e., do not consider P2 a root). This rooted graph is a-safe as v = 5 + 1, 
e=2(5) and v - ae= 1 - 5(.02002) = .8999>0. By Theorem 6.3 there will be 
@(n,8999) choices of y2, z;, . . . , z; E G2 having the same adjacencies with y,. (By itself 
this does not show (x1,x2)= 1 (yI,y2). It may be that y,, y2 have more common 
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neighbors. Finding a “witness” y2 with the desired properties and no others shall 
be perhaps the most subtle point in the entire argument.) 
(ii) Spoiler selects x2 having 70 common neighbors with xi. 
Again consider the rooted graph on Pi, P2, Qi, . . . , QTO with P, the only root. This 
time u = 70 + 1, e = 2(70), u - ae = 1 - 70(.02002) < 0. This (R, H) is u-rigid and so 
x2 E cl,,(x,). Let IJ be the graph isomorphism from cl,,,(x,) to clirrO~i). Duplicator 
then selects y2 = &x2). 
PZ 
These examples illustrate the dichotomy that allows the closure strategy to suc- 
ceed for Duplicator. In (i) Spoiler selects an x, which probabilistic considerations 
indicate should exist. In that case one can show that an analogous yi exists for any 
y,, . . . ,yi_ t. In (ii) Spoiler selects an xi with an unexpected property. For most 
xi, . . . , xi_ 1 no such xi would exist. That an xi does exist is information contained in 
the l-closure, for appropriately large I, of x1, . . . ,x;_ , . 
9. Abstract closure 
In this section we give some simple properties of dense, rigid, sparse, safe and 
closure that will be needed in the proof and are interesting in their own right. We 
fix a and a graph H. For R C S C V(H) we let (R, S) denote the extension (R, H / J 
and say it has type (u, e) if u = u(R, S), e = e(R, S). We assume a dichotomy law: no 
(R, S) has type (u, e) with u - ae= 0. 
Let R C SC T and suppose (R, S), (S, T) have types (0, e), (u’, e’) respectively. Sim- 
ple counting gives that (R, T) has type (u + u’, e+ e’). From this follows: 
Lemma 9.1. Zf (R, S) and (S, T) are dense, then so is (R, T). Zf (R, S) and (S, T) are 
sparse, then so is (R, T). 
Lemma 9.2. If (R, S) and (R, T) are rigid, then so is (R, S U T). 
Proof. Note (S, TU S) is rigid since adding new roots T- S to (R, T) keeps u cons- 
tant and can only increase e. Then apply Lemma 9.1. Cl 
The I-closure cl,(R) is the union of all S with u(R, S) I I and (R, S) rigid. Multiple 
application of Lemma 9.2 gives that (R,&(R)) is rigid. 
.- 
Theorem 9.3. Let y E cl&R), z E clb(R U {v}). Then z E c&,+~(R). 
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Proof. Let YES, (R, S) rigid, u(R, S)l K. Let ZE T, (R U {y}, T) rigid, 
u(R U {y}, T) 5 b. Adding vertices to the root set, (S, TU S) is rigid and so (R, T) is 
rigid by Lemma 9.2. 0 
Theorem 9.4. Let K= u(R, H) and set S = cl,(R). Assume S# H. Then (S, H) is 
safe. 
Proof. If not, some (S, T) is dense. Let Tbe minimal with this property. Then (S, T) 
is rigid, for if not, some (IV, T) would be sparse but then (S, W) would have to be 
dense (Lemma 9.1 and the dichotomy), contradicting the minimality. Thus (R, T) 
would be rigid but then TcS, a contradiction. 0 
10. The proof 
Now we prove Theorem 7.3. Let 6, i be fixed. We are guided by the example i= 2, 
b = 1 of Section 8. 
First let V, be the set of rationals c/d with c< (‘:b) and l/(b + i)lc/dr2. 
(When a> 2 or a < l/(b + i) we may take a = a(a) = 0.) Over every interval of Vi 
the set clb(xI, . . . , xi; a) is independent of (x as the notion of o-dense changes only at 
vo. 
For each BE V. let p,>&>... be an infinite decreasing sequence of rational 
numbers with limit p. For convenience, also suppose pi <p’ for all P’E V,,, p’>p. 
Let V, be the union of V. and these infinite sequences. Then Vr has order type co 
where c= 1 Vol. 
Let p’>p” be two consecutive elements of V,. This insures that /3”@ V,. We ap- 
ply Theorem 6.4. Because p”e V, there is a positive E so that no CXE (p’,p”) may be 
written a=c/d+x with c/dEV, and 05x<&. (Take &=/Y-/3 where p is the 
largest element of I’, with p”>p.) For every a-rigid (R, H) with 1 RI = i, (H-RI 5 b 
there is a uniform bound on the number of (R, H)-extensions of any g. As there are 
only O(1) different (R, H) there is a uniform bound K so that for all (Y E @‘,p”) a.a. 
Iclb(x,, . . ..xi)J SK 
for all x,, . . . , xi E G - G(n, P). 
In each such (p’,p”), with its particular value K, add to VI all rationals c/d with 
dl( ‘+f+‘). This gives a set Vz, still of order type cw. 
We prove Theorem 7.3 for V= V,. Over each interval of P’s we set 
a=b+K. 
Example. Suppose i = 2, b = 1, + E V,. Suppose .52, .5 1 are consecutive elements of 
the infinite sequence approaching 3. For (.51, .52) we take K= 100 and a = 102. We 
break (.51, .52) into a finite number of subintervals, splitting at c/d, d<(‘i’). 
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Fix such a, b, K, a. For simplicity we give the proof when p = nP and leave the 
positive E to a note. Suppose x1, . . . ,Xi_ r E Gr and yr, . . . ,yj_ r E G2 with 
As the directions are symmetric it suffices to show that for all xie Gr there exists 
yip G2 with 
(x 1, **.,xi)‘b (Yl,.**,Yj). 
Let xi E Gr , arbitrary. 
Case 1. (See example (ii) of Section 8.) Suppose Xi E &(X1, . . . , Xi- 1). 
From Theorem 9.3, clb(xr, . . . ,Xi_ 1,Xi) c ~l~(xr, . . . yXi_ 1). Let w be a graph isomor- 
phism from cl,(xr, . . . ,Xi_ 1) to cl,(yr, . . . *yi_ 1) and set yi= w(x;). Then 
yi E ClK(Ylv * * * 3 yi_,) so clb(yL ,..., yJccl,(y, ,..., y;_J and the map w gives an 
isomorphism from cl&xl, . . . , xi) to cl,( yr, . . . , y;). 
Case 2. (See example (i) of Section 8.) Suppose xi $ cl,(xr, . . . ,Xi_ 1). 
Let H = cl,(xr, . . . , xi). Let S be the relative K-closure of x1, . . . ,x;_ 1 in H. As 
IV(‘(H)l<K, Xi$S. Let e=e(S,H), u=u(S,H). 
Let us say 
(x 1, e*., xi> S &Iv *** ,Yi) 
if there is an injection 
(*) 
which sends each Xj to yj and edges into edges. (But note that clb(y,, . . . ,yi) may 
have additional edges and/or vertices.) 
Claim. There are O(nUpae) YiE G2 so that (*) holds. 
Example. Suppose i=4, a= .51, b= 1. 
21 x.2 23 Yl YZ Y3 
Here S = (x,, x2, x3, zl, z2}. There are @(n4p6) possible y4. 
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Proof of Claim. By Theorem 9.4, (S, H) is safe. As there can be only finitely many 
(and at least one) maps I+Y: S + cl&+, . . . , Y~_~). For a given I,V Theorem 6.3 gives 
that there are @(numa4 extensions to a map 
As H = cl,(xi, . . . , Xi), H is rigid over x1, . . . , Xi. By Theorem 6.2 for any particular yi 
there are only a bounded number of such r,u* with w*(xJ =_Yi. Hence there are 
O(nUmae) different yi, giving the Claim. 0 
Letting yj range over G2 there are only finitely many (by Theorem 6.2) possible 
values (R, H) for cl&i, . . . , yi) up to isomorphism. We say (R, H) < (I?, H’) if H is 
a subgraph of H’. (I.e., H’ has additional vertices and/or additional edges than H.) 
Let u=o(R,H), e=e(R,H), u’=u(R,H’), e’=e(R,H’). If u=u’, then e<e’ as 
Hf H’. If u < u’ (the critical case), then, since (R, H’) is rigid, (H, H’) is dense. Thus 
(u - u’) - cw(e’- e) < 0. In either case, 
u’-ae’<u-ae. 
By the Claim there are O(nveae) yi with clb(yI, . . . ,yJ which equal either (R, H) 
or (R,H’) for some (R,H’)> (R, H). But for each such (R, H’) there are at most 
O(&ae’) yi with clb(yI , . . . ,yJ equal to (R, H’). Since the exponent is smaller this 
is o(n ‘-O’). There are only O(1) possible (R,H’) so altogether they account for 
o(nDPa4 possible yi, and hence O(nDPae) yi have clb(_~i, .. ..y.) equal (R,H). We 
need only one. 
Note 10.1. Suppose only that n-“-E<p<n-a+E. In the Claim of Case 2 there will 
be at least O(n”P(“+E)e) and at most O(nU-(a-E)e ) yi E G SO that (*) holds. For all ex- 
tensions (R, H’) with (R, H) < (R, H’) we had 
u’-ae’cu-ae. 
Now select positive E so that we still have 
u’-(a-e)e’<u-(a+E)e. 
The proof follows as before. 
Appendix: Proof of Theorems 6.2 and 6.4. 
Fix (R,H) on P, ,..., Pr,Q, ,..., Q, and fix a, E satisfying the hypothesis of 
Theorem 6.4. Note 6.8 indicates the argument for disjoint extensions. Now we 
bound the probability that G = G(n, nP) contains one set of roots x1, . . . ,x, with K 
extensions Sj = {y’,, . . . ,yl} so that each 
Sill (Sl U *** U AS_ 1)#0. (*) 
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Consider R U S1 U -.. U Sj as an extension of R U S1 U ... U Si_ 1 and let ui, ei denote 
the number of vertices and edges of the extension. As (R, S,) is rigid this extension 
must be dense and 
vi--ej<O. 
AS a > u/e; the condition of Theorem 6.4 insures a > u;/ei + E 
II-OX;< -ee;ic. 
so 
The graph RUS,U...USk has r+ul+...+uK vertices and at least e,+=..+e, 
edges. The probability of such a graph appearing in G is at most 
L 
K 
=nr* r+ C (ui-aei) 1 sn**[r-Kc] i=l so a.a. these do not appear when K>r/&. 
As no such S,, . . . , SK exist the union of all extensions S of a given x1,. . . ,x, can 
have at most (K- I)v vertices and so the number N(g, R, H) of extensions is bounded 
by a constant K’ where we can certainly take K’= ((K- l)v),. 
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